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Technical Memo 

LOT 3, 119 & 117A FIRST VIEW AVE, BEACHLANDS 

Report for Auckland Council 
Regional Team 

TO: Bernard Moss, MBCL  NB PROJECT NO :  1012 

FROM: Rochelle Ade   DATE:   19 October 2017 

CC:  Joel Payne   

 

 

Thank you for your letter dated 27 September.  I note in particular your comment around the drawings being schematic and unclear. Thank 

you for your understanding with this level of information. As you can appreciate this project is breaking new boundaries in many ways and it 

has been somewhat challenging to try and pull everything today as we are trying to achieve so many different, and in places conflicting 

standards. These being New Zealand Building Code, Homestar, Living Building Challenge, Lifemark and Passive House. We therefore 

appreciate that our answers to your initial questions may in turn raise additional questions. We have done our best to understand and interpret  

your questions, but without references to specific locations on the building it has sometimes been a little challenging to understand how to 

answer. So please accept our apologies in advance if we haven’t answered the correct question. Please find below the specific answers to 

your questions. 

a) What earth mix will be used in your build and what measures are proposed to test it meets the required strength as 

stated by the engineer?  

The rammed earth materials and workmanship are required to meet the requirements of NZS4298:1998. Specifically sections 2 

and 3 are relevant. The earth mix is currently being designed and tested by Coffey Geotechnics to confirm that it meets the 

performance requirements of the standard.  

What path of compliance is used to show the design meets the performance requirements of the building code?  

Materials testing is required as per NZS4298:1998 section 2.4, and must achieve a compressive strength, fe, of 3.0MPa (as noted 

on drawing A11) according to clause 2.4.2.1. Coffey Geotechnics have been engaged to undertake the required testing (in 

accordance with the standards) and have already commenced testing of sample earth mixes for this project.  

b) Are the NZ standards 4297-4299 for earth building applicable? 

Standards NZS4297:1998 and NZS4298:1998 are applicable. NZS4299:1998 is not applicable to the structural design as this 

building has been specifically engineered. 

c) The engineer specific design will also need to comply with NZS4297-1998and non specific earth building needs to comply 

with NZS4299-1998. 

The structural design has been carried out in accordance with NZS4297:1998 as noted in Mark Plan’s PS1s dated 11/7/17 and 

15/8/17 (attached). NZS4299:1998 is not applicable to the structural design as this building has been specifically engineered. 

d) Your roof eaves details don’t comply with E2AS2 where there are no eaves overhang will need an eaves flashing under 

end of roof and no barge flashing details shown on your drawings. 

Apologies, a layer appears to have been missed in terms of visibility on the drawings. Please be assured that the entire building is 

to be protected with eaves. Therefore no flashing details are required.  

e) On your elevations you show no window details or which are opening or no opening windows please provide detail and 

what type of windows is to be used.  

Apologies, a layer on the drawings was turned off when printed and this was not noticed at the time. The windows and doors are to 

be WOODALU from EcoWindows. They will have aluminium on the outside and European spruce on the inside. They are currently 

drawn as double glazing, however it is likely the project will upgrade to triple glazing. The windows are to be tilt and turn windows.  

f) All window sill angles need to be a minimum of 15 degrees if the acceptable solution E2/AS2 is used as means of 

compliance. This is not shown on the plans. 

E2/AS2 only accounts for a single skin rammed earth wall and this project is using the structurally insulated rammed earth 

(SIREwall) approach, which is a first for New Zealand and therefore the details and approach of E2/AS2 are not always fully 

applicable. In a SIREwall design the windows are located in the ‘warm’ part of the rammed earth wall, thus removing a cold bridge 

to outside air. As shown in detail D9-4 the double rammed earth wall provides a depth of 250mm to the outside of the rammed 

earth wall as well a slope of 5 degrees for the rammed earth sill. This is in accordance with the standard SIREwall window details 
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as below. However please note that we have modified the locations of the timber inserts to suit our particular window 

manufacturer.  

 

g) No barriers shown or how they will comply with F4 safety from falling of acceptable solutions of NZBC and fixing to 

barrier and no barrier detail provided for the top roof area, and if glass barrier please provide manufacturer specifications 

and PS1 design.  

A glass balustrade is shown on the elevations A06B and the sections A08A to the top roof area. This balustrade is shown as 

connecting to a floating roof deck. The floating roof deck is to be provided using a similar by Outdure Qwickbuild (or similar). A 

Glass Vice laminated glass balustrade is to be connected to the edge of the floating deck as shown on the sections and 

elevations. This balustrade will be connected using the J Vice clamp in conjunction with the standard details referenced (JV 100-

22) from the manufacturer and is covered by a PS1 (attached).  

h) How is compliance with H1 achieved and tested.  

Please find attached a BRANZ ALF H1 compliance report, based on the BPI approach completed by our green building 

consultants the Building Excellence Group.  

i) No handrail detailing is shown on the plans 

It is assumed here that you are talking about the glass balustrades for the roof deck and L1 deck. These will be formed from 

laminated safety glass and therefore do not require a handrail. Please refer to enclosed Clear Line/J Vice and Outdure 

documentation. 

j) The lower roof meeting the external wall shows no apron flashing details 

Please refer to detail D5-4 Rev B for this information. 

k) No smoke alarms shown on the floor layout plans 

Apologies, again a pdf printing error. They are shown now.  

l) Mechanical ventilation required to WC where there is no opening window 

The entire dwelling will be provided with a heat recovery ventilation system as indicated by the ‘S’ and ‘E’ symbols on the plans. 

The Zehnder system is being used to achieve Passive House certification standard.  

m) Please provide waterproofing details to wet area 

Please refer to the details on D11 Rev A. Please note that all baths are to be free standing, however the walls to all bathrooms are 

to be fully tiled using the typical details. These details should therefore cover all shower, bath and vanity considerations.   

n) Where the membrane runs up the wall how is compliance with E2 achieved? 

We are afraid that we do not understand the location that this is in reference to. We assume this is in relation to point j above? If so 

please refer to Please refer to detail D5-4 Rev B for this information. 

o) Please provide type of substrate to be used for membrane roof and the rafter and joist need to be at 400 centres and 

nogs at 400 centres as per E2 AS1 of the acceptable solutions of NZ Building Code.  

As noted on Section A08 and A09 the roof structure is to be a 2° pitch membrane roof on 19mm plywood on timber rafters, (refer 

to roof framing plan). External ceiling insulation to be 100mm PIR board with an XPS formed spacer to achieve the required pitch. 
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Our roof design has been specifically engineered by our structural engineers in terms of the rafter spacings to meet structural 

requirements. This is therefore covered by Mark Plan’s PS1s dated 11/7/17 and 15/8/17 (attached). We therefore do not plan on 

changing these spacings to suit ES AS1 as this is a specific engineered design. The plywood will be fixed directly to the rafters 

with no joists or nogs as the rafters are to be exposed underneath. In addition the membrane roof suppliers have completed wind 

loading calculations, as well as moisture/condensation potential calculations and have confirmed that the design of the roof 

structure will not suffer from risk of condensation and that it is acceptable in terms of wind uplift.  

p) Please provide specifications internal waterproofing membrane to be used in wet areas.  

Please refer to the details on D11 Rev A. Please note that all baths are to be free standing, however the walls to all bathrooms are 

to be fully tiled using the typical details. These details should therefore cover all shower, bath and vanity considerations. We have 

yet to select a waterproofing membrane product, as anything selected will need to be compliant with the Living Building Challenge 

Red List.   

q) Where part of the proposed deck is overhanging into the pool area the barrier will need to comply with the swimming 

pool fencing act and the barrier needs to be a minimum of 1200mm above deck level 

Please refer to the previously mentioned information from Glass Vice and their PS1 for the Clear Vice balustrade system.  

r) Your elevations and details are not that clear and not showing enough information on them please check your drawings. 

Provide enlarged copies of have the font increased to a minimum of 10pt=2.5mm 

Done 

s) No details or how the solar panels to be fixed and no specifications provided for. Design to comply with AS1170. Fixing 

details required.  

Drawing A12 Rev A, and D7-5 Rev A state that the solar panel frames are to be ‘Ballasted solar panel racking system, Radiant or 

similar’. There are therefore to be no fixings through the membrane roof for the solar panels. This has been verified by the 

structural engineer and included in the loading for the structural design and is therefore covered by Mark Plan’s PS1s dated 

11/7/17 and 15/8/17 (attached). 

t) No ceiling batten fixings shown are you using metal rondo ceiling battens or timber please provide more details.  

Section A08 Rev A states that ‘Recycled timber flooring OR 19mm reused plywood from rammed earth formwork to be used for all 

ceilings’.  Mid floor ceiling insulation is to be insulated’. As shown on the sections this is only applicable to the ground floor of the 

two storey dwellings. All other ceiling are exposed rafters, exposing the plywood roof substrate above. It is not proposed to use 

with rondo or timber ceiling battens to fix the recycled timber floors or plywood, instead to help with the minimisation of use of 

materials (which is a fundamental ethos of this project) these will be direct fixed to the glulam mid floor joists. 

u) More detailing required showing compliance with building code. Notations such as to comply with manufacturer’s 

specification or referral to a code clause from a compliance document is not acceptable. 

Noted 

v) The application is assessment for compliance with the Building Code. Nothing on these plans has been assessed to meet 

compliance with Homestar 10 rating. I note a statement no PVC to be used. What type of pipework will be used where 

PVC is a commonly used product like in plumbing and drainage. How does the proposed pipework meet compliance with 

G10 pipes services.  

As stated on drawing A0 which was submitted in the previously approved, and currently being implemented, Stage 1 consent for 

this project (2017-1189) where PVC would normally be used but cannot be used for this project polybutylene can be used as an 

alternative. Since that time we have been exploring additional alternative options with product suppliers and our plumber and 

currently plan to the following in place of polybutylene in the project: 

Connection from the rainwater tanks to the 

dwelling (rainwater pump) 

Marley DBlue 

(polypropylene) 

Domestic hot and cold supply within the dwelling copper (Kembla) 

Future foul water provision from WC locations to 

basement 

Marley DBlue 

(polypropylene) 

Greywater system piping throughout the dwelling 

to the greywater treatment system 

Marley DBlue 

(polypropylene) 

Greywater piping from the treatment system to the 

ETS beds 

Maryley (polyethylene) 
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Please note that the dwelling does not have gas and therefore the only applicability of G10 is for hot water supply, which will be 

provided via copper piping.  

 

In addition to all the above we need to note that a Stage 1 consent for the basement, strip footings and in ground plumbing and 

drainage has been issued for this project. The project has run into an issue with the roof of the basement in that the proposed 

and consented basement roof structure was in fact not compliant with the Living Building Challenge Red List. This consent (2017-

1189) will therefore need to be amended to show the change from the traydeck with concrete slab structure to the now proposed 

HYNE Beam 17C with timber floor topping. We are showing this change indicatively on the drawings that have been submitted 

with this consent. However we note we need to formalise this change under the other consent and therefore that this should be 

noted when this Stage 2 consent is issued.  


